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Primary age children
Ideas to make the most of RSE Day
This list of ideas is designed to inspire you to join
in with RSE Day on 30 June 2022. RSE Day is
a time to celebrate excellent Relationships and
Sex Education that promotes the wellbeing of,
and safeguards, children and young people.
Good quality RSE needs to happen all year
round, with a planned curriculum, in line with
the DfE statutory framework, but 30 June is an
opportunity to celebrate, raise awareness and
share what you are doing with others.
This year the theme for RSE Day is ‘Celebrating Differences
– Everyone Can Sparkle!’. You will find ideas to support
this theme in the list below. RSE Day will open with a virtual
assembly from our partners Discovery Education Health
and Relationships which will launch our national task! You
can also join us for our live RSE Day check-ins at 11.30am
and 2.15pm to see how people around the country are
celebrating. You can request a shout-out for your child,
class, school or organisation here.
Effective RSE is the responsibility of parents and schools, it
is good practice to engage parents/carers in your plans for
RSE Day and encourage involvement. If you are covering
any elements of sex education on the day you should follow
your usual policy and procedures regarding requests for
withdrawal.
Remember to let us know what you are doing via our
socials using #RSEday so we can find you!
@RSEday22
@RSE_day
@RSE_day

#RSEday

Resources to help you plan your celebration can be found
on www.rseday.com or by clicking on the links in the
activity ideas below.
1. T
 une in to the RSE day website for the Discovery
Education Health and Relationships RSE Day assembly!
The assembly will launch the RSE Day theme ‘Celebrating
Differences – Everyone Can Sparkle!’ and the national
task. Get prepared in advance by downloading the
worksheets. Schools can also get free access to Health
and Relationships to support their RSE Day preparations
until June 30th 2022. If you are interested in finding out
more, please email bosullivan@discoveryed.com.
2. C
 reate a ‘Be the Difference’ wall. Lead a discussion
with pupils about what helps everyone feel welcome
in school. Explore how it might feel to be left out. Ask
pupils to pledge what they will do to help everyone feel
welcome and put these into a display.
3. O
 n RSE Day, connect virtually with a class or school in
another part of the country. Pupils share a presentation
about their school and how they are celebrating RSE
Day. Afterwards, discuss similarities and differences with
your pupils.
4. C
 reate flags to represent the members of your class.
Each pupil decorates their flag with pictures, symbols or
words that represent them and show their uniqueness.
Display the flags in a prominent area in school. Find
some inspiration for your flag making here. You could
even create a large flag featuring all the children’s ideas!
5. C
 hoose an RSE-related book focused on celebrating
differences to read in each class. Using the story as
inspiration, ask pupils to create a cover and synopsis for
a new book about celebrating differences. The Book
Trust have supplied some suggested lists.

6. C
 elebrate diverse music from different cultures and
countries with a world music party. Use the Nottingham
Music Hub world music playlist as an accompaniment
to dancing, games and exploration. Ask children to
reflect on their different tastes in music.
7. C
 reate a school ‘A-Z of Celebrating Differences –
Everyone Can Sparkle!’ Ask each class to come up
with suggestions. For example – A is for Acceptance, B
is for beliefs. Colour and write each letter and display in
a prominent place in your school.
8. Create question cubes. In small groups, ask children
to roll the cubes and answer the questions. Lead a
discussion about similarities and differences, what
did they find out? Ask: why should we celebrate our
differences?
9. E
 ach child creates a ‘You-nique’ badge. Ask pupils to
share their creations in small groups or to the whole
class. Lead a discussion about why being unique is our
super-power.
10. Deliver the 1decision lesson and support your students
in finding more ways we can respect one another,
and how our differences can be celebrated instead of
creating barriers.
11. H
 ost a book café for parents and children. Choose a
book or a selection of books focused on celebrating
differences. Invite parents to read and take part in
activities with their child whilst enjoying a cuppa! The
Book Trust have supplied some suggested lists.
12. L
 ead a discussion with children about positive role
models. What is a role model and why are they
important! Who is someone they know personally that
they admire and why? Children decorate and create
rosettes to award to their role model.
13. D
 ecorate your community entrances (gates, fences,
hedges) to show you are an inclusive setting and are
celebrating differences on RSE Day and beyond. You
can find some ideas here.
14.	Hold a diversi-tea party for your class or school.
Include a diverse range of food, fruit, and vegetables,
from a variety of cultures representing children within
your school and beyond. You could invite parents to
attend and/or contribute food items.
15. 	Give each child and adult in school a piece of the ‘This
is how I sparkle’ paper chain to draw, write and colour.
Attach them all together and display in a prominent
place within school. Allow time for children to explore
the parts of the chain created by others.

16. 	Cut out in large letters the word ‘DIVERSITY’.
Discuss with pupils what diversity means and why it
is important. Ask pupils to decorate the letters with
words, phrases and pictures to represent the word.
Display your ‘DIVERSITY’ letters in your school.
17. 	Use pipe-cleaners, foil, paper, clay, junk or salt
dough to create sculptures with the title ‘Celebrating
Differences – Everyone Can Sparkle!’. Display these
in school and photograph to share with parents,
stakeholders and on social media.
18. 	Pupils create freeze-frame ‘photos’ showing words
linked to RSE and/or the RSE Day theme, for example,
‘difference’, ‘togetherness’, ‘acceptance’. Use these
as a starting point for discussion. Photograph to share
and use for discussion in later RSE sessions.
19. 	Give each child a bar of soap and some carving tools.
Ask them to create a sculpture representing something
that makes them proud of themselves. Display these
in your class. In groups or as a whole class ask
children to share and describe their creations. Lead
a discussion about the importance of recognising our
strengths.
20. 	Create a diversi-tree in your school. You could
decorate an existing tree in your grounds, create a
tree picture or sculpture. Give each child a leaf and
ask them to write one thing that makes them unique.
Give children an opportunity to explore the diversi-tree
during the day.

Sign up for updates
Request a shout-out in
our live check-ins at
11.30am and 2.15pm
@RSEday22
@RSE_day
@RSE_day

#RSEday

